Abstract: Simultaneous multisite recording using multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) in cultured and acutely-dissociated brain slices and other tissues is an emerging technique in the field of network electrophysiology. Over the past 40 years, great efforts have been made by both scientists and commercial concerns, to advance this technique. The MEA technique has been widely applied to many regions of the brain, retina, heart and smooth muscle in various studies at the network level.
Introduction
The human brain is comprised of ~10 11 neurons, each of which connects to at least 500 others, leading to the ~50 trillion neuronal connections (synaptic contacts) that are responsible for various brain functions, such as sensory perception, motor action, memory and cognition [1] . This means that any brain function cannot be fully executed without the integrity of the whole system or sub-systems.
For example, if the synaptic networks (or neuronal circuits) in one brain region are disrupted by external/internal environmental factors (trauma, injury or inflammation), functional disorders would occur, such as neuropathic pain, epilepsy, Parkinson disease and Alzheimer disease. In fact, the brain has been well studied at the single-neuron level over the past decades; however, less is known at the network level due to long-term difficulties in the development of new techniques for such investigations [2, 3] . Thus, understanding how synaptic transmission and modulation occur at the network level in both physiological and pathophysiological states is critically important for unraveling the mechanisms of both brain functions and dysfunctions. On the other hand, pharmaceutical research and development of drugs for the treatment of brain diseases require novel, simple techniques that allow reliable large-scale screening of targeted lead compounds in experimentally stable brain models both in vitro and in vivo. Moreover, the possible toxic effects of drugs also need to be fully evaluated in vitro before their wide application in animal behavioral tests, due to ethical issues. Collectively, these problems cannot be simply solved by traditional electrophysiology using single or double microelectrodes. This has motivated the development of multisite recordings using multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) in the brain of behaving animals [3] as well as in brain slices in vitro [2] in the past several decades. This review starts with a brief introduction to the development of MEA recording techniques, followed by a description of their use in studies of synaptic plasticity in both time and space at the network level. Other fields in which MEA techniques are used are beyond the scope of this review.
Historical issues
The first design for MEA recordings was introduced by Thomas et al. [4] who applied a 2 × 15 array of 30 microelectrodes (7 μm 2 in size and 100 μm apart) to cultured embryonic chick heart cells recording. In 1977, Gross and colleagues used another set of MEAs with an array of 36 microelectrodes (100 or 200 μm apart) to record action potentials from dissociated snail ganglia [5, 6] . Combining intracellular recordings with extracellular recordings by MEAs (2 × 16 array of 32 microelectrodes, 8 × 10 μm in size and 250 μm apart), Pine [7] successfully correlated the intracellular and extracellular events by simultaneous recordings from dissociated rat superior cervical ganglion neurons, making the MEA recording technique a useful electrophysiological tool to study network physiology and pharmacology. However, before the beginning of the 21st
century, high quality and efficiency in the use of MEA techniques were not widely successful despite the efforts made in cultured preparations ranging from invertebrates to vertebrates [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
One central problem hindering the advance of the [24] . Heuschkel et al. [25] later applied this 3D MEA to acute hippocampal slices and obtained better 
Experimental setups
The details of the two standardized planar MEA recording setups, the MEA System (8 × 8 arrays of 60 microelectrodes) and the MED System (8 × 8 arrays of 64 microelectrodes) are shown in Table 1 . Their primary designs have been reported by Egert et al. [15] and Oka et al. [16] . tions between previously independent neurons' [26] . However, so far, little electrophysiological evidence has been pro- and pathological conditions [27, 28] . In this respect, our lab investigated the possible existence of spatial plasticity in the hippocampal formation (HF) induced by persistent peripheral nociceptive stimuli in a rodent model of bee venom (BV)-evoked persistent inflammatory pain [29] . Using the newly-established MED64 system (Alpha MED Scientific
Inc.) in acutely-prepared hippocampal slices (Fig. 2) , we stably recorded simultaneous responses across both dentate gyrus (DG) and CA1 regions after electrical stimulation of the perforant pathway (PP) (Fig. 3 ) [31] . Because the PP fibers project mainly to the molecular layer of the DG and molecular and radiatum layers of CA1 where the dendritic trees of granular neurons and apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons are localized (Fig. 2) , it was expected that the first PP-evoked depolarization should occur within these areas.
Moreover, because the LFPs are believed to be produced by the inward flow of cations across voltage-gated ion channels, negative-going waveforms, namely current sinks (see below), could represent local membrane depolarization [2, 30] . As expected, the negative-going LFPs evoked by PP stimulation at the site (asterisk, electrode #29, Fig. 3A) were mainly confined to the dendritic distribution areas of both granular and pyramidal neurons in the normal or saline control state [31] . The spread of the PP-evoked depolarization was clearly shown by 2-dimensional current source density (2D-CSD) imaging (Fig. 4A ) [31] . The current sink As shown in Fig. 3A and 4A, the current source appeared simultaneously in the granular cell layer and hilus of the DG with current sink, and spread slowly toward the track of mossy fibers projecting to CA3. To summarize, the though the latter at 100 µmol/L also significantly reduced the whole network response (see Fig. 5 of Zhao et al. [31] ).
These results indicate that the local potentials recorded in DG and CA1 are fEPSPs principally mediated by ionotropic glutamate receptors, with non-NMDA receptors comprising the main component and NMDA receptors partially involved [31] . Moreover, these data suggest that the current and (3) changed fEPSP shape at the local circuit level that may result from disinhibition of inhibitory interneuronmediated tonic suppression [31] . Specifically, persistent nociception in the periphery resulted in an increase in the number of fEPSPs across the hippocampal network (see Fig. 6 of Zhao et al. [31] ), a left-ward shift of input-output curves of synaptic transmission (see Fig. 8 of Zhao et al. [31] ), and dramatic changes in the structure or form of fEPSPs evoked by theta burst stimulation (TBS) in the pain state and classical forms of learning and memory (Fig. 5 ) [31] . In addition, mGluR1 and p38 MAPK appear to be involved in the tonic inhibition of EC-DG and EC-CA1 synaptic enhancement, while ERK may mediate persistent painassociated spatial extension [32, 33] . Moreover, the enhancing effects on the spatial organization of network synaptic con- physiology and in vitro patch clamp recording), and further highlight the superiority of multisite recording using MEA techniques.
2D-CSD imaging analysis
As noted above, another unique advantage of MEA recording is that the multisite synaptic responses can be used for 2D-CSD imaging analysis to dynamically visualize the spatial and temporal electrical activity by generating movies of current movements at millisecond resolution [34] . In our previous study, we also used this analysis method by bilinear interpolation at each point of the 64 electrodes and transformed the MED64 data to spatially-visualized imaging of network responses in the HF. By comparing the 2D-CSD images captured at 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, and 20 ms, dynamic spatial changes in the configuration of current sources and sinks were monitored in parallel with the original waveforms (Fig. 4A ) [31] . More importantly, a novel type of spatial plasticity at the local circuit level was revealed by the 2D-CSD analysis, that is, the deformed fEPSP shape or structure (reflected by altered spatial distribution of the source-sink dipole) after TBS conditioning that could only be visualized in the persistent peripheral pain state but not in the saline control or naïve state [31] . Time-lapse changes in 2D-CSD imaging showed a disrupted pattern of source-sink arrangement with a prominent change at 9-11 ms after PP test stimulation (Fig. 4B) , implying a functional rearrangement of synaptic connections due to micro-circuit damage in the state of persistent nociception. In addition, the 2D-CSD image analysis can be used to map spatial patterns of synaptic connections and functions not only in hippocampal slices but also in cerebral cortex slices such as anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and primary somatosensory cortex [21, 22, 31] .
5 Use of MEA recordings in studies of synaptic plasticity in time
Examples of LTP recording using MEA techniques
Because of its rapid induction, long duration and predominance in hippocampal pathways, LTP remains the most widely-used paradigm to study the forms of synaptic plasticity in vitro that underlie certain kinds of information processing and memory storage [35] [36] [37] . However, most previous data on LTP induction and expression in the HF were from glass microelectrode recordings that mainly focused on one specific pathway within a single slice. The network properties of hippocampal LTP cannot be evaluated with traditional electrophysiology, and the recording period of LTP maintenance is also limited (at most 6 h). These defects typically preclude any chance of testing hypotheses regarding neuronal interactions in spatially extended circuits over a long period. In this context, the MEA technique is a unique tool to investigate, at the macroscopic level, the network LTP phenomenon within a local neuronal circuit for a relatively longer duration. As mentioned above, the pioneering work of Oka et al. [16] attempted for the first time to use the MED64 system to record LTP at
Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses in acutely-prepared hippocampal slices. Subsequently, Shimono et al. [38] made chronic recordings of LTP in hippocampal slices cultured on MED64 probes and demonstrated that LTP in this condition can last for up to 48 h. Next, using the same MED64 system, our group addressed the LTP induction property in different neuronal circuits of the primary somatosensory cortex and found that the thalamocortical circuit was much more plastic than the intracortical circuit [22] . We also explored the effects of different TBS protocols on the induction rate of LTP in brain slices containing the ACC [21] .
A probable layer-related difference in the network properties of synaptic activities in the ACC was also examined.
Our results showed that long-train TBS conditioning more readily induced sustained cingulate LTP than short-train TBS, and this difference was independent of the layer in which post-TBS responses were recorded [21] . Except for the somatosensory cortex and the ACC, we also elucidated the effects of peripheral nociception on hippocampal LTP and found that both the probability of induction and magnitude of LTP were significantly enhanced by BV-triggered persistent nociceptive input (Fig. 6 ). This augmented LTP is dependent on the peripherally painful state and activation of mGluR5, ERK and JNK, but with negative modulation by mGluR1 and p38 MAPK in the EC-DG and EC-CA1 pathways [32, 33] . Overall, using MEAs to record LTP has the following advantages: (1) it can reveal the spatial proper-ties of LTP distribution in different microcircuits or layers within a single slice; (2) it provides a much longer period of LTP recording than conventional electrophysiological techniques; and (3) it maps LTP induction within a wider scope and reveals its alteration under pathological conditions.
Examples of LTD recording using MEAs Besides
LTP, a sustained decrease in synaptic efficacy, namely LTD, is thought to contribute equally to information storage and memory acquisition in the brain [36, [39] [40] [41] . testing and behavioral studies [2, 20] . Compared to traditional electrophysiology, the MEA technique is superior in that it enables: (1) gathering large amounts of spatial information on the internal dynamics of networks with multisite recordings [42, 43] ; (2) long-term analysis of the spatiotemporal distribution of network-level electrical activity [20, 44] ; (3) multisite stimulation and recording within one slice [20, 42] ;
(4) evaluation of network physiological properties and the pharmacological effects of compounds [16, 22, 45, 46] ; (5) stable recording that is less sensitive to factors such as mechanical vibration [42, 43] ; and (6) a tremendous variety of research applications involving acute brain slices [10, 16, 45, 47] , organotypic slice cultures [38, 44, 46, 48] and dissociated cell cultures [7, 17] . It is well-suited for studying synaptic plasticity [21, [31] [32] [33] , single unit activity [49, 50] , rhythmic activity [17, 45, 51] , and pharmacological drug testing [23, 46, 52] . Furthermore, powerful analytical softwares (e.g. Conductor and Mobius) make it possible to perform a broad set of analyses for different kinds of application. [53] .
Disadvantages
Before doing this test in living animals, they designed and built a 'high-density' conformal MEA for simultaneous recordings of spatiotemporal activities along the DG-CA3-CA1 trisynaptic circuit in the hippocampal slice [2] . This 
